The diagnosis and management of atrial fibrillation in the horse
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Abstract: Atrial fibrillation is the most common performance-limiting arrhythmia in the horse. Detailed cardiovascular evaluation will help guide prognosis and treatment. Many affected horses have lone atrial fibrillation (no predisposing cardiac abnormalities). These horses have a good prognosis for return to performance if sinus rhythm can be restored. The main therapeutic option continues to be quinidine, which has been used for over 60 years. Transvenous electrical cardioversion has proven to be a successful alternative. Other therapeutic options are being explored, but are currently limited.
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Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common performance limiting arrhythmia in the horse, was first documented by electrocardiogram (ECG) in 1911.1 In a study of over 2,500 horses, the incidence was reported to be as high as 2.5%.2 A large proportion of these horses were at an abattoir, and poor performance might have influenced inclusion in the study. A lower incidence might therefore be considered.3 Predisposing factors, associated and underlying disease, and clinical signs vary.3–7 A majority of horses have lone AF; the arrhythmia is the only cardiovascular abnormality.5,7–10 These horses are usually treated to allow them to return to full performance.9–11 Treatment options have historically been limited to quinidine salts.3,9–16 Recently, other therapeutic options have been investigated.17–29

Atrial fibrillation – the arrhythmia

In AF, the normal coordinated electrical and contractile mechanisms within the atria are lost. Instead, within the atria, multiple portions of the myocardium are in different stages of electrical and mechanical activity. The preponderant theories involve fronts of electrical activity passing through the myocardium interacting with each other and with structural barriers (such as the vena cava).30–32 Atrial electrical and mechanical properties have been shown to remodel rapidly in response to AF, stabilizing the arrhythmia.32,33 With a larger atrium, more wavelets can develop and be sustained, facilitating the presence of AF. High vagal tone has also been shown in other species to cause variability in the action-potential duration,34 propagating wavelets and maintaining the arrhythmia: the fronts of activity interact with portions of atrial myocardium at different stages of susceptibility.35 Horses have large atria and high vagal input, creating an ideal environment for the sustenance of AF should it be initiated.
The atria contribute to cardiac output, with about 20% of ventricular stroke volume being contributed by the atrium. With the loss of coordinated atrial activity in AF, the atria fail to contract and the ventricular rhythm becomes irregular. The result is inconsistent ventricular filling. During short cycles, there is insufficient time for the ventricle to fill, resulting in decreased stroke volume for those beats. Many of the impulses that reach the atrioventricular node are blocked, due to an absolute or relative refractory period. In the horse, there is also a high vagal tone providing additional block to the AF impulses. The resting heart rate is rarely increased, and the atrial contribution becomes more important as the demands on cardiac output approach maximum. Exaggerated heart-rate responses in AF at exercise are common.

While a number of classification systems have been proposed for AF, the system that is most applicable to the horse is to classify based on duration/timing pattern. In this system, AF is considered as paroxysmal, persistent, recurrent, or permanent. Paroxysmal AF is defined as an arrhythmia episode that terminates spontaneously. In persistent AF, the episodes of AF last longer than 7 days. In either situation, if the arrhythmia is detected more than once, it is recurrent. The arrhythmia is classified as permanent when it either does not respond to treatment or when treatment is not attempted in long-standing persistent AF.

AF may also be classified based on the presence of associated or underlying conditions. If there is underlying structural cardiac disease or associated metabolic disturbances, then the AF is considered secondary. Lone AF is considered when no associated abnormalities are determined on detailed cardiovascular examination.

While in humans thromboembolism and associated complications, such as stroke, are a considerable risk during AF and immediately following cardioversion, there is no apparent risk in horses, and there are no reported incidences in horses. The use of anticoagulants is therefore not indicated as part of the management of AF in horses.

A presumptive diagnosis may be made on auscultation. The heart rhythm is irregularly irregular, typically with a few more rapid beats interspersed with longer pauses of variable length. The fourth heart sound (atrial contraction) is absent. A definitive diagnosis requires an ECG. The ECG pattern is one of irregularly spaced ventricular complexes, absent P waves and the presence of F (fibrillation) waves (Figures 1 and 2). The F waves on the surface ECG are a summation along the plane of the ECG lead of the wavelets of electrical activity within the atria.

**Clinical signs of AF in the horse**

The presenting signs of a horse with AF are variable. Some horses might present with overt clinical signs that range from subtle through dramatic poor performance to, in rare instances, collapse. Exercise-induced pulmonary hemorrhage has been associated with AF. In some cases, AF might almost be considered an incidental finding. It has been noted at routine examination and at examination for purchase. In such cases, horses have been reported as performing to expectation. In many horses, once AF is initiated, the rhythm remains until it is treated, and is termed persistent AF. If the rhythm is not responsive to any form of treatment, then the term “permanent AF” is used. In some horses, AF occurs intermittently, and ceases within 48 hours without intervention. Paroxysmal AF is often a frustrating condition to manage in the horse. While there are some interventions that may aid in the initial restoration of sinus rhythm (SR), or might decrease the tendency for recurrence (correction of electrolyte abnormalities, anti-inflammatory medications), the recurrent nature tends to lead to inconsistent performance. The short durations of arrhythmia also present a challenge, and the diagnosis may be presumptive. Paroxysmal, persistent, or permanent AF may all be variants of lone AF (no detected
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**Figure 1** Electrocardiogram recorded from a horse in atrial fibrillation.  
**Notes:** Note the irregularly spaced QRS complexes, the absence of a P wave, and the lack of a smooth baseline. The coarse undulations that are occurring throughout the recording are F (fibrillation) waves. The green diamond indicates a QRS complex, the red square a T wave, and the gray arrow is pointing to an F wave.
Equine atrial fibrillation

AF may also be present in horses with marked cardiac abnormalities, and in these horses is considered to be a secondary development, due to atrial dilatation. Some horses with secondary AF are limited more due to the primary condition than due to the AF.

The differences in clinical presentation for lone AF are considered to relate to the performance demands placed upon the horses. Horses that are working near maximal cardiovascular demands are more likely to show evidence of poor performance. Others are considered to be working within their reserve capacity.

Diagnostic testing

All horses that are suspected to have AF should have an ECG. This confirms the arrhythmia and rules out other rhythms that might sound similar. Sinus arrhythmia can also be irregularly irregular; however, it should disappear with light exercise, and the ECG will reveal sinus conduction (P present with every QRS, and smooth baseline). Second-degree atrioventricular block (Figure 3) should also disappear with exercise, and the overall conduction is SR (P present with every QRS, smooth baseline, P noted on its own in blocked cycles). The ECG also allows the ventricular complexes to be evaluated. The presence and frequency of abnormal ventricular complexes should be noted. If present, this is added stimulus to correct the AF, and the horse is unsafe to leave in AF, but the abnormal ventricular complexes might be due to aberrant conduction associated with AF, and the horse may be able to resume performance upon treatment.

Echocardiography allows the evaluation of underlying and associated cardiac disease or conditions. Underlying disease might be valvular insufficiency and chamber dilatation. Mild valvular insufficiency is common in the horse, and is generally not considered to be contributing to the AF. Moderate-to-severe valvular insufficiency, especially if accompanied by atrial dilatation, is more worrisome, and is more likely to be contributory to development of AF. An associated condition would be chamber dysfunction; this is unlikely to have caused AF, but might be as a result. Left ventricular functional indices may be reduced, and often these improve upon treatment. Moderate reductions would be added impetus to treat the horse, even if the horse was in a lower performance category.

If there is a consideration of not treating the horse, then an exercising ECG is advised. The heart-rate response to exercise should be monitored. Exercising ECGs in AF horses were first reported in 1976. An exaggerated response to exercise was noted. The horses had rapid increase in heart rates, and had an excessive heart rate for the level of exercise. The exercise test was repeated after the horses were cardioverted using quinidine. A 30% reduction in the heart rates for the level of exercise was noted once the horses were in SR. Altered atrioventricular nodal conduction has been proposed as a potential reason for increased heart-rate response during exercise. This study also suggested that horses in AF had increased abnormal ventricular complexes at exercise.

From these results, there is good evidence to treat horses that are to be more intensively exercised. Horses with abnormal complexes at exercise should be considered for cardioversion, and safety would preclude intense exercise in the face of ventricular ectopics (Figure 4). The heart-rate response at exercise should also be evaluated. The horse should be
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**Figure 2** Electrocardiogram recorded from a horse in atrial fibrillation.

**Notes:** The QRS complexes, indicated by the black triangles, are irregularly spaced. In this recording, there are no P waves, and the F waves are fine.
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**Figure 3** Electrocardiogram recorded from a horse with advanced second-degree atrioventricular block.

**Notes:** The QRS complexes in the middle of the strip are evenly spaced; however, there is a long gap before and after these. There are two P waves (gray arrows) that are not followed by QRS complexes; these are blocked cycles. The first one on the strip is following a previously blocked P wave. The gaps are of predictable length (gaps between P waves are the same, whether blocked at the atrioventricular node or not).
worked to an appropriate level consistent with conditioning/training at that time. Heart-rate responses during SR are generally related to speed/work. At submaximal effort, there is some variability due to fitness and excitement level. At heart rates over 150 bpm, the effects of excitation are minimal.\textsuperscript{42} The initial overshoot in rate at each upward transition is also well documented. The anticipated heart-rate responses in the normal horse (SR) are 90–120 bpm at the trot, 140–160 bpm at the canter, and 200–240 bpm at the gallop/near maximal–maximal effort.\textsuperscript{45} If the heart-rate response is greatly exaggerated for the level of work, then either cardioversion or cessation of work is indicated.\textsuperscript{43}

\section*{Treatment}

Treatment for AF in horses is aimed at restoring SR – cardioversion.\textsuperscript{43} This may be through either pharmacological or nonpharmacological methods. Cardioversion is not considered during the first 48 hours of an AF episode, due to the possibility of spontaneous conversion to normal SR.\textsuperscript{43} Once this time period has passed, then cardioversion should be considered. Any horse that is to be used for intense athletic activity should be cardioverted. The prognosis for cardioversion should be considered; the presence of underlying cardiac disease will decrease prognosis both for response to treatment and maintenance of SR. Cardioversion, regardless of the method used, should only be performed where there is ability to perform continuous monitoring and 24-hour ECG capabilities.\textsuperscript{43}

\section*{Pharmacologic cardioversion}

Quinidine (a class IA antiarrhythmic: mostly sodium channel-blocking activity) has been and remains the pharmacologic option of choice. Detailed descriptions of the use of quinidine to treat AF in the horse have been published over the past 60 years.\textsuperscript{9,10,16} Generally, quinidine has been administered orally as quinidine sulfate, with success rates as high as 88\% reported.\textsuperscript{10} Careful selection of candidates for treatment will influence success rates, and lower response rates should be anticipated if candidates are not ideal (very short duration, lone AF).

Oral administration consists of administration via stomach tube, due to the bitter taste and the propensity for oral irritation.\textsuperscript{9,10,16} An initial frequency of every 2 hours may be followed by every 6 hours if cardioversion is not achieved.\textsuperscript{10,16} This approach titrates and maintains therapeutic levels, which are fairly narrow. Ideally, quinidine levels are measured, with therapeutic levels being 2–5 μg/L.\textsuperscript{10,16} With AF durations of less than 4 months, lone AF and resting heart rate of fewer than 60 bpm, the prognosis for cardioversion is good.\textsuperscript{9,10,16}

Side effects ranging from mild depression and muzzle edema, through colic, diarrhea, decreased blood pressure, weakness, ataxia, and severe arrhythmias to collapse and death, have been reported. In one study, up to 75\% of side effects or toxic responses were noted.\textsuperscript{10} Many side effects are dose-related, and can be reduced or avoided with appropriate measures. Horses undergoing quinidine therapy should be hospitalized and treated as intensive care patients. Continuous observation is required. Close behavioral and physical monitoring is essential. Prompt assessment of changes, such as noting mild depression, altered posture, or change in feces, might mitigate progression to more severe signs. Heart rates and ECGs should be monitored hourly at minimum, with ideally continuous ECG monitoring. Torsades de pointes, a potentially fatal wide polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, may be first seen as QRS widening.\textsuperscript{9,10} Frequent QRS measurements are essential. Increased heart-rate response and QRS widening are indicators to alter or stop treatment. Medication should be stopped if the heart rate exceeds 80 bpm or if the QRS duration exceeds 120\% of
its baseline. Some centers monitor blood pressure with tail-cuff measurements.

Intravenous quinidine salts (mostly quinidine gluconate) have also been administered as a short continuous-rate infusion or as repeated doses over a short time period. This regimen is considered to have highest efficacy with recent-onset AF (<2 months). An advantage to this method is the timing to peak levels, the titration is rapid, and levels decrease more rapidly than with oral administration (there is no more to be absorbed should an adverse response be observed). Price, formulations, and availability may be restrictive.

Other pharmacologic options have been investigated. Propafenone (a class IC antiarrhythmic), and sotalol (a class III antiarrhythmic) have not proven to have any clinical efficacy. Flecainide (a class IC antiarrhythmic) showed promise in short-duration (15 minutes) experimentally induced AF. It has also been reported as effective orally in one clinical case (with some side effects: QRS prolongation, abdominal discomfort). It has not proved effective when used intravenously, and serious arrhythmias have been encountered. Considerations of potential adverse effects should be weighed carefully prior to considering this medication.

Amiodarone (a class III antiarrhythmic), when administered intravenously, has been showed to have moderate efficacy. This medication is administered as a constant-rate infusion following a loading dose. The medication has approximately 60% reported efficacy in cases of chronic AF. Side effects, including elevated liver indices and hind-limb weakness, necessitating removal of medication, were noted in 33% of horses in one study. Prolonged administration (>36 hours) was associated with increased risk of severe diarrhea. The advice with this medication is therefore to limit the duration of administration. Amiodarone has also been used in association with electrical cardioversion to reduce risk of early recurrence of AF following that procedure in some cases.

Digoxin is not used to convert AF to SR. It is used to control the ventricular rate in AF. It is used in horses that are to remain in AF but that have a high heart rate (due to heart failure or an otherwise unusual ventricular rate response) to maintain heart rate at a more normal rate. It is also used in some horses that are undergoing pharmacologic treatment with quinidine. Some horses become tachycardic during treatment, but show no other adverse responses to quinidine; with the addition of digoxin, the heart-rate response is controlled and treatment can continue. As quinidine and digoxin compete for binding sites and transport proteins (risk of digoxin overdose) monitoring becomes particularly important, and measuring levels is ideal.

Nonpharmacologic options

Electrical cardioversion is often used in humans where restoration of SR is desired. Due to high AF recurrence, presence of underlying disease, and studies showing limited benefit to rhythm control, ventricular rate control is often performed in humans. The principles of electrical cardioversion are to deliver enough electrical energy to the atria, such that the sufficient myocardium becomes depolarized and the AF activity becomes interrupted. The signal from the sinus node can then become reestablished. The timing of the shock is important. The ventricle is affected by the electrical shock as well. If the shock is applied during ventricular repolarization (the T wave), ventricular arrhythmia and potentially ventricular fibrillation could result and be fatal. The shock is therefore synchronized with the QRS.

Successful external electrical cardioversion has been reported in one horse. Routine application of this procedure could be challenging. Based on humans, the estimated energy required for transthoracic cardioversion is similar to that for ventricular fibrillation (4 J/kg); the energy requirements to externally cardiovert a horse could be high. Commercially available defibrillators deliver a maximum of 360 J. There is one report of successful external cardioversion of AF in a horse. The procedure was attempted unsuccessfully in two horses. On the second attempt, in one 393 kg horse, cardioversion to SR was successful. The energy level was relatively low (0.5 J/kg). The energy level may have been influenced in part by the short duration of AF, and the horse was pretreated with quinidine. The careful electrode placement also likely had an influence. The electrodes need to be positioned over the atria. This requires that the horse be placed in dorsal recumbency, and that the electrodes be positioned on either side of the thorax. Patches were used in the published report, and ultrasound was used to guide electrode positioning.

Transvenous electrical cardioversion (TVEC) involves the placement of catheter-mounted electrodes within or near the atria, and decreases energy requirements. The equipment and facility requirements are high. Various configurations of catheter designs have been used with success in the horse. An advantage to TVEC is that antiarrhythmic medications are not required; therefore, this option is a consideration for those animals in which these medications are not an option (did not work/adverse response). With TVEC, the electrodes are placed through a jugular vein and guided into the right
atrium and left pulmonary artery.\textsuperscript{23,24} The horse is placed under general anesthesia. Thoracic radiography is used to confirm electrode positioning once the horse is anesthetized. Electrode repositioning is performed if required. Biphasic electrical shocks are applied, with incremental increases in energy levels, until SR is restored or until a preset maximum energy level is reached. A sample protocol is that used at the Ontario Veterinary College, where the initial energy is 50 J and synchronized biphasic shocks are delivered every 2 minutes (50, 70, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250, 300 J); the procedure is stopped at SR or at 300 J, whichever happens first.\textsuperscript{23,24} The catheters are then removed. The horse is recovered from anesthesia.

In some cases, if the horse has a history of early recurrence of AF, a number of atrial premature contractions are seen, or depending on the treating center or clinician, an antiarrhythmic medication may be administered to decrease the risk of early (within 24 hours) recurrence of AF. Many horses are not treated with additional medications. TVEC has efficacy as high as 98%. Efficacy may be influenced by case selection or by technique, including electrode design and positioning.\textsuperscript{24,25,46} Breed, patient weight, and duration of AF were not shown to influence efficacy in two studies.\textsuperscript{24,46} Horses with AF have been reported as good candidates for anesthesia, and the anesthetic risks for the procedure are reported as comparable to other elective anesthetic procedures.\textsuperscript{44,47}

In humans, there are further options for the management of AF. Many patients may benefit from pulmonary vein ablation, as this is the source of the arrhythmia.\textsuperscript{48} Once the pulmonary veins are isolated and cardioversion performed, rhythm may remain normal. At this time, both because of level of knowledge and because of the size and anatomy of the horse, ablation is not a possibility in the horse.

Following any treatment, the duration of AF may impact the rest period. AF-induced remodeling, based upon other species and the small numbers of equine studies, is influenced by duration of AF.\textsuperscript{28,45,49,50} Horses with AF of very short duration (<1 week) are likely to be able to return to work very quickly. There is evidence of persistence of functional changes lasting more than 8 weeks in horses that have been converted from chronic AF.\textsuperscript{50} These horses might therefore benefit from a more prolonged rest period.

**Prognosis**

AF has a good prognosis for return to full performance. If SR can be restored, the horse with lone AF is considered to be clinically normal. There is a low chance for recurrence, with reports of between 15% and 20%. Recurrence rate is influenced by the treatment group; therefore, selection criteria for treatment will influence recurrence. Horses with longer duration of AF or associated cardiac disease will likely have higher recurrence rates. Based on low recurrence rates, continued antiarrhythmic medication following restoration of SR is not indicated. Early recurrence (within 24 hours) of AF has been noted in a few cases following TVEC.\textsuperscript{19,43} To minimize this, some cases have been treated with a short course of antiarrhythmics. Overall, the recurrence rates between horses treated with quinidine and TVEC are considered similar.\textsuperscript{10,19,23–25,43,45,46} There appears to be a higher risk for recurrence in warm-blood horses and in horses that had AF for longer duration prior to treatment.\textsuperscript{10,43,46} Slow return to exercise in the latter group may decrease risk of early recurrence due to AF-induced remodeling.\textsuperscript{45,49}

Evaluation of the horse postcardioversion may help assess the prognosis, and guide the return to performance. Twenty-four-hour Holter recording may be used to evaluate for atrial arrhythmias.\textsuperscript{43} Persistent atrial ectopia should indicate that the horse requires further rest. Echocardiography to determine atrial function might be of value; however, unless the AF is recent, persistent dysfunction has been noted for several weeks.\textsuperscript{45,50} Evaluation of left ventricular function is however indicated, and could be performed within 48 hours of treatment.\textsuperscript{43} Ideally, the horse should be rested until all electrical and mechanical functions have returned to normal.
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